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Communicating science to policy: 
Writing policy briefs on why your science matters

Session 1 (virtual): January 18, 2024,  11:00am-12:30pm MT

Session 2 (virtual): February 15, 2024,  2:00-3:30pm MT

Register: https://www.nna-co.org/upcoming-events

Session 3 (In-person): During the NNA Annual Community Meeting
George Washington University, Washington DC
March 5-7, 2024
Exact time TBD  

Register: https://www.nna-co.org/nna-annual-community-meetings

(open through February 27, 2024) 

https://www.nna-co.org/upcoming-events
https://www.nna-co.org/nna-annual-community-meetings


Agenda

● Why scholarly publications are necessary but not sufficient

● Arctic Answers - audiences, form, and function

● Breakout Group Exercise (~50 min)
○ Introductions
○ Draft statements of the issue and why it is important (Individual work time ~ 15 min)
○ Share drafts with one another 
○ Provide constructive feedback to your colleagues

● Wrap-up and Next steps

Communicating science to policy: 
Writing policy briefs on why your science matters



● Much science remains behind paywalls & policymakers don’t subscribe

● Policymakers and staff members come from a range of expertise, many 
outside of science 

○ Disciplinary jargon is a barrier to understanding

○ Acronyms confuse

○ Statistics and plots don’t tell a story on their own

● There is not time to read peer-reviewed literature, and it can be a challenge 
to understand context and implications

Why isn’t my science paper enough?



Science is a small part of the policymaker plate
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● Much science remains behind paywalls & policymakers don’t subscribe

● Policymakers and staff members come from a range of expertise, many 
outside of science 

○ Disciplinary jargon is a barrier to understanding

○ Acronyms confuse

○ Statistics and plots don’t tell a story on their own

● There is not time to read peer-reviewed literature and it can be challenge to 
understand context and implications

● Science papers don’t create personal relationships

● Your translation to policymaker interests and language is needed!

Why isn’t my science paper enough?



Policy Briefs are a common tool & familiar format



Tool: Science Briefs



Briefs can be useful tools in many contexts
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Consider direct and indirect connections

scientists
Interested parties
(planners, decision 

makers, engineers, etc.)

boundary 
organizations

Decision makers want:
- local information from local/regional sources
- information updates that connect with planning timelines
- ~settled science



Your Brief can facilitate direct scientist & decision maker 
relationship building

• Think of your Brief as your science 
business card

• Establish yourself as a topical 
expert & contact

• Determine your primary point of 
contact & check-in when you have 
new briefs

• Think broadly about who will be 
most interested in your work

• Ask questions about what is most 
helpful & needed



Know your audience
Respect your audience



Form follows function



Research evolves over long periods
Policy challenges evolve rapidly



Writing an Arctic Answers Brief



Writing an Arctic Answers Brief

The Issue

Why It 
Matters

State of 
Knowledge
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the 
Research 
is Headed

References 
& Expert 
Contacts



Writing an Arctic Answers Brief

Key 
References

Building 
Blocks

Summaries

Syntheses



● Focus!

● Focus mostly on what we do know and information that can be used for 
actionable decision making

● Carefully consider what this audience needs to know for making decisions

● Avoid jargon

● Use impactful images

● Identify research contacts who are prepared to respond promptly

Tips for writing successful policy briefs


